
Destination
Goa Halo Tabung

Goa Halo Tabung is essentially a lake rather than a 
cave. It got its name due to the naturally formed 
lake that caused by movement of the tectonics 
plate long before the island was formed.

The cave got its name simply from Haji Mangku 
who first discover this spot. We recommend to 
visit Goa Haji Mangku midday when the sun is     
out as the light shine through to the water   
creating a clear Tuscan blue water. Snorkeling  
mask and fin is a must to immerse yourself into this 
mystic underwater experience.Because of this movements, saltwater from 

underneath goes up and establishing a saltwater 
lake that are covered by the coral that did not get 
to be moved which formed a cave like feel to it. 
The locals mentioned that there are plenty of 
similar location spread around Pulau Maratua      
but this is the one that is currently accessible. 



Pulau Kakaban

Pulau Kakaban is our neighboring island. You can 
easily spot this ginormous island from our beach-
front villas. Kakaban in local’s tongue means “hug” 
as the island hugs the lake from the surrounding 

sea water. The lake inside is one of a kind.

It host 4 different species of sting-less jelly fish that 
are rare to be found around the world. As a result it 
is a hot spot for snorkeling with this marine life on 
the lake. But be mindful on using snorkeling fin as it 

will damage or even kill these fragile jellyfishes. 

Danau Haji Buang

Danau Haji Buang is the closest destination from our resort. You can access this saltwater lake simply by 
walking or cycling through the lush jungle of Maratua at the back of our resort.

This lake was named after the person who first discover it which is Haji Buang. The lush greenery which 
surrounded the lake with additional tranquility it created is perfect for visitor to enjoy the lake by paddling our 
stand-up paddle board around the lake. You may even stumble a little surprise on the surface of the lake.



Pulau Sangalaki

Well known for its marine life, Pulau Sangalaki is a 
host of sea turtles breeding ground. As a result this 
island has become a sea turtle conservation area 
with thousands of hatchlings struggle out their nest 
to make its way to the water.

Not only that, the surrounding coral around this 
island has created a unique current which becomes 
the beautiful manta rays favorite playground.

Pulau Derawan

Derawan Island is the central district of Derawan Archipelago. Although the island is smaller compared to 
Maratua, it was the busiest in term of tourist traffic. Here you can find Derawan Archipelago authentic food 
and souvenirs. However, be very mindful not to buy any souvenirs that were made from Turtle Shell as it 

contributes to illegal practice of Sea Turtle’s Shell poaching.



Talisayan

Talisayan is one of District in Berau Regency and 
well known for Whale sharks sighting in Indonesia. 
In order to get to Talisayan guest are expected to 
get on a two hours’ boat ride early morning. Early 
in the morning is the time when the Fisherman 
release their bycatch which is the whale sharks 
breakfast.

The early morning boat ride won’t be ordinary 
because most likely the beautiful sunrise will 
accompany the ride. Please note that Whale 
Sharks sighting are subject to weather condition. 
In addition, Whale Sharks does not appear during 
full moon.

Tips on Interaction with Whale Sharks:
1. Do not touch, ride, or chase a Whale Sharks 
2. Do not restrict normal movement or behavior
     of The Whale Sharks
3. Do not use flash when taking photo
4. Do not jump or create splash when entering
     the water
5. Do not wear sunscreen 
6. Maintain a minimum distance of 2 meters from
     head and 3 meters from tail
7. If you are approached by the whale sharks, 
     please remain calm and swim to the side of the
     whale sharks.
8. Guest are expected to spend one hour in
     Talisayan with fifteen minutes’ snorkeling time
     per group.


